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Summary

The subject of fisheries has frequently caused problems and complications in previous
enlargements of the European Community, notably those of 1973 and 1986.  As the first phase of
the agenda 2000 countries prepare their economies and legal systems for future EU membership, the
issue of how to best incorporate the Central and East European Countries (CEECs) is preoccupying
all involved. In this paper, the state of  Central and East European fisheries will be concentrated
upon with a view to their successful  incorporation into the Common Fisheries Policy. Due to the
more pressing need for research into the first wave of Eastern members, only those countries will
be examined in detail here especially those with sea fisheries.  For a more detailed overview, please
see the DGIV study of the same name, EU Enlargement and Fisheries.

At the time of writing, the Enlargement Task Force's screening process had already been
conducted multilaterally but separately with the two groups of countries.  The CFP is one of the
chapters already examined and those remaining will be examined by December 1998.  However, it
should be emphasised that the real problem areas will only be looked at in the bilateral phase which
will begin in early 1999.  As far as fisheries are concerned, in the first phase, Poland and Estonia are
the only countries with a significant sea-fishing industry.  With their accession, the Baltic Sea with
its low levels of salinity and its large fish stocks, is to become an integral part of EC waters. Slovenia
is in fact the only other phase 1 state which  has a coastline, however its fishing industry is small.

The only previous accession involving an ex-command economy country, (the GDR), despite its
uniqueness perhaps holds some clues as to the likely future development of the CFP. The EC took
over the agreements with 3'd countries which the GDR had signed.  The fleet was working on
overcapacity and had to become competitive on the open market.  No specific transitional measures
were taken, instead the EC opened up the GDR to its structural policies, giving the fishing industries
of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern region in particular a much higher percentage of the much needed aid.
  It remains to be seen if the reform of the structural funds currently under discussion will prevent
the CEECs from also having access to such funds.   However, a major difference between this
accession and those proposed within Agenda 2000 is that  the CEECs will have, (on paper) already
gone through the transition process to a market economy when they  join the EU, the GDR
underwent a shock therapy of instant conversion.

It has become clear that as a common policy, the fisheries policy is not  receiving as much
attention in the enlargement process as it should. Common problems have been identified in each
case, notably those of the lack of suitable statistics and information on fleets and catches.  This paper
is intended to give an overview of the situation, but it is far from exhaustive, where possible, useful
addresses and sources of further information have been included.
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The Role of the European Parliament and the other
Institutions

The prospective enlargement of the EU comes at a time of much uncertainty as to the future of
the CFP.   The stated aims of the CFP were clarified in 1991 by the European Commission and are
as follows:

• To achieve sustainable fishing;
• To avoid undesirable side effects on fishing communities heavily dependent on fishing;
• To secure stable supplies to consumers at reasonable prices;
• To contribute to economic and social cohesion in the single European market.

In addition, the following short term goals were laid down:
• To reduce the amount of fishing from current levels to those consistent with sustainability of

fishing;
• To reduce the size of fleets to levels consistent with those permissible by the requirement of

sustainability;
• To reduce employment in fishing in a controlled manner and to provide alternative work in areas

highly depemdent on fishing.

In principle, the derrogation allowed to certain areas from the freedom of access to EU fishing
grounds (Article 6 and 7 of Reg 3760/92) will come to an end in January 2003.  This date is thus
seen as a watershed in the future of the CFP.  A detailed summary of the questions arising from the
reform debate can be found in Mrs Fraga's report of October 1997 (A4-029/97 - INI0476).  The
question of enlargement of the European Union has brought into question the future of the European
Union's structural funds as at present, the structural funds would cover all of the prospective
members and produce an unacceptable burden on resources. The Fisheries Commission of the
European Parliament has become increasingly vociferous in its criticisms of the planned reforms of
the structural funds found in Agenda 2000.  It feels that the fisheries sector has been sidelined and
as a general rule wishes it to be given the same treatment as agriculture. Given that the structural
funds, especially those allocated since 1994 under IFOP are responsible for much of the CFP's
financing any changes are likely to have a profound effect.  (Structural funds are used for general
refurbishment of the industry and its infrastructure, which in practice means both retiring outdated
vessels and modernising the fleet.  Any fleet development is carried out according to the sustainable
stock quotas of the MAGP (Multi-Annual Guidance Programme).)

An example of such criticism came in Mrs. Fraga's opinion (PE 227.869 - AVC98090) in which
it is proposed that fisheries-dependent areas under the new Objective 2 should be more clearly
defined to include non-coastal areas dependent on processing and aquaculture.  It also claimed that
the new Objectives 1 and 2 replaced the horizontal application of old Objective 5b with an inflexible
approach which prevented regional allocation of funds according to subsidiarity.  These comments
are elaborated on in Mr. Pérez Royo's opinion (PE 227. 868 - COS0695) which expresses the lack
of flexiblity in the criteria for economic growth which covers a 7 year period and thus should be open
to reevaluation halfway through this period should it become clear that the aims of a particular
project are not clear.  He also states that an organisation such as IFOP should be given the status of
a fisheries dependent area development fund along the lines of the Rural Development Fund.
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There has also been friction between the Parliament and the Council on the issue of the status
of 3'd country agreements and this issue needs to be clarified for reforms and enlargement to be
successful. See the opinion of Mr.McCartin (PE 227.867).
The Committee of the Regions also criticised the proposed reforms of the structural funds  on
15.12.97. 1 It identified the need for funding of better estimation of fish stocks.  It claimed that
without efficient estimates, the CFP will be unable to work efficiently and called for more co-
ordination between Commission, Council and regional fishing organisations to best evaluate local
stock conditions.  This view is upheld by the Parliament's Fisheries Committee which believes that
the subsidiarity principle should be applied in the implementation of the CFP, assessment of fishery
dependency should not be considered along purely scientific grounds, but in its view, should include
more local first-hand knowledge.

Therefore, the new members will join the CFP at an unceratin time in its history, especially
relevant issues to Central and Eastern European countries will be aid in fleet renewal and the staus
of 3'd country agreements.

I.  Poland

1. Importance to the Economy

Compared to some of the present members, the importance of the fishing industry in Poland is
less significant.  For example in 1996, the fishing industry as a whole  employed about 40 000 people
and accounted for only 0.4% of GDP.  Note that Spain, with a similar population level had 100 000
fishermen and that Portugal's fishing industry accounts for 1.5% of GDP. 

As far as production is concerned, total marine and freshwater catches for human consumption
of  409 173 t were recorded in 1994, this figure fell to 396 000 t in 1995 and 370 232 in 19962.

2. The High-Sea Fleet

 Most catches, (275 000 t of 360 000 t) are yielded by the deep-sea fisheries, 92% of which
consisted of Alaska Pollack, 3% of Krill and 5% of the southern blue whiting and other species. The
main sea ports concerned with high-sea fishing are Gdynia, Sinouyscie et Szcsecin, however,  the
36 strong deep-sea factory fishing vessels (106.9 000 GRT) (1997 figures) seldom dock in these
harbours as they fish the Okhotsk and Bering Seas, the Falklands, the Antarctic  and New Zealand
basing themselves in local ports.  Ther fleet is also increasing its coverage in the Atlantic.

Poland's fleet of high-sea factory trawlers has seen a significant decline in recent years falling
from 51 vessels in 1993 to 36 in 1997, (a reduction of 57.7%), this decline was due in part to the

                                               
1
OJ C 379 15/12/1997 p.0001

2
 Figures from FAO Eastfish Fishery Industry vol 9
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decision to withdraw from the unprofitable waters of Newfoundland and Mauritania.  Poland relies
strongly on 3'd country agreements allowing these ships access to fruitful areas such as the Bering
Sea where it has a long-standing agreement with Russia.  In the same period employment in the fleet
fell steeply.

 Until recently, the fishing industry was state owned. The Polish government was quick to phase
out the central planning system and regulatory authorities such as the Central Board of Fisheries.
 As a consequence, the fishing industry was decentralised and privatisation started in earnest.  As of
1995, the deep-sea fishing companies were either partially privatised, (such as "Dalmor SA") or were
undergoing privatisation.  However the privatisation of the fleet is a difficult process, the main
problem being a lack of funds, without a new injection of capital, the outdated fleet, ( 35% of Baltic
Sea cutters are over 35 years old according to the FAO) is likely to be unable to compete. In
addition, there are serious doubts as to the long term viability of fishing operations in the Sea of
Okhotsk, on which the high-sea fleet overwhelmingly relies. 
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3. The Baltic Fleet.

 With 90% of the total value and 61% of the total catch of the industry coming from the high
seas fleet, the Baltic Sea fleet relied upon a quota system, under which sprat and herring quotas are
even under utilised1. The following table shows the level of utilisation of the quotas (TACs) allocated
to and used by Poland between 1994 and 1996. 2

SPECIES 1994 1995 1996

COD           Quota 12 660 25 320 34 185

                   Catch 14 426 25 001 35 968

        % of utilisation         113.9           98.7        103.3

HERRING      Quota 121 800 112 800 112 800

                       Catch 49 111 45 676   31 246

          % of utilisation          40.3          40.5            27.7

SPRAT           Quota 172 800 132 000 132 000

                       Catch  44 556  46 182  77 472

          % of utilisation            25.8       35          58.7

SALMON       Quota       157      139       125

                        Catch       184      133       125

         % of utilisation         117.2           95.7       100

OTHERS        Quota    8 223  12 950   11 006

                        Catch     8 223  12 577   11 006

 TOTAL         Quota 315 340 283 209 290 746

                        Catch 116 500 129 569 155 817

          % of utilisation               36.91              45.75             53.59

         

                                               
1 Eg in 1991 which was caused by the low profit margins on Baltic species

2
  Figures taken from FAO Eastfish Fishery Industry vol 9
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 85% of the fleet is at least 15 years old and underpowered and consists of 423 cutters (trawlers
of between 17 and 25 metres in length.) with a total tonnage of 34 000 GRT.  Of these, 419 were
already privatised in 1995 and the remaining 4 were still state-owned The Baltic Sea fleet is based
in the towns of Hel, Wladyslawowo, Ustka, Darlowo and Kolobrzeg,   There is also an estimated
(1992 figures) 400 small, privately owned boats which fish, mainly with stationary gear, along the
coast and in the Vistula and Szczecin lagoons, this fleet is in sharp decline and has inaccurate records
of the catch as the vast majority of fish caught are sold directly to the public.  It is notable that the
total value of the Baltic catch has continued to rise in recent years from 20 900 (1000 USD) in 1993
to 68 754 in 1996.1

4. Trade

***********Figures are in tonnes and from 1995************2

Production Imports Exports Total Supply Per-capita Supply (kgpa.)

Fish for Direct
Human
Consumption
(Catch andPurchase)

398 100 159 900 299 600 258 400 0.066

Fish for Animal
Feed and other
Purposes

46 800 Na 46 800 Na Na

Gross Value of fisheries output (1995):  US$ 452 million or ECU 350 million
Trade :Value of  Imports (1995):  US$ 180 million

Poland exports more fresh fish than it imports ( in terms of value).   Polish vessels have even
begun off loading their catches directly into the EU market, principally at the Danish port of
Bornholm Island.  This trend has harmed the Polish processing industry but on the other hand it
benefits the fishing industry and the national economy  as Danish prices are twice as high as Polish
ones.  Prices in the Polish market have risen since 1989 (1989-1990 fish prices rose by 266%), due
in part to the general increase in food prices (220% same period) which accompanied the hyper
inflation of that period but also due to the increasing demand for fish products.  The Polish market
still seems likely to grow, especially for processed and packaged products, which are examined in
the following section.

                                               
1
at rate 2.35 Zl:$1

2 Commodity Balance figures from 1995, taken from FAO Fisheries Department: FID,CP,POL Rev.4
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The chart below shows in detail the major sources of imports of fish products and emphasises
the importance of Norway as a trading partner.  Indeed, imports from Norway increased  six-fold
between 1992 and 1995. 

The following table details the major export markets for fish products, both from the factory
ships, which export only to Western markets,and the land based processing plants.   The table clearly
shows that exports to Eastern Europe are less important than those to the West.  In fact, Russia and
Eastern Europe account for only 10% of all exports in terms of value ( US$ 28 million compared
to US $ 268 million).  Of the fish product exports to western countries, much originates from the
factory vessels. Strictly speaking, US$ 114.2 million comes from direct exports from these vessels,
the remaining fish having been bought from 3'd country fishermen in their waters and processed at
sea.  This practice is particularly common with hake and cod and is the subject of several
intergovernmental agreements, for example with the UK regarding Scottish fish.
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COUNTRY        1993
 ' 000 t US$million

         1994
 '000 t US$million

        1995   
'000 t US$million

Russia 1.28 1.21 3.43 4.22 8.5 9.5

Czech/ Slovakia 2.25 3.11 3.27 5 3.7 6.3

Estonia      Ex-USSR
combined

     (except Russia) 0.5 0.66 0.1 0.1

Belarus        3.26 3 4.4 4.5

Latvia     3.03  3.29 0.45 0.52 0.2 0.4

Lithuania 2.74 2.72 0.5 0.6

Ukraine 4.71 4.23 7.9 7.2

Subtotal for Eastern
Europe

6.56 7.61 18.36 20.35 25.3 28.6

FROM INLAND PROCESSING PLANTS

Germany 21.5 37.4 26.1 50 27.9 64.3

Netherlands 3.8 5.3 5.9 20.8 5.9 19.7

Denmark 1 1.4 6.7 7.8 11.7 14.2

UK 1.6 2.4 1.1 1.6 1.7 4.1

Sweden 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.2 0.6 1.3

Others 8.7 20.7 6.7 16.6 10.4 22.1

Subtotal for West
from processing
plants

37 67.8 47.1 98 58.2 125.7

FROM FISHING AND FACTORY VESSELS DIRECT

USA, Japan and the
EU

115 148.4 136 132.6 96.2 114.2

TOTAL 152 216.2 183.1 230.6 154.4 240

GRAND TOTAL 158.5 223.8 201.5 250.9 179.7 268.5

 Regarding the foreign trade data of Poland, its structure is comparable with the corresponding
EU figures.  In 1995 it produced 4.85% of EU production value and has a positive trade balance (in
value terms) with the EU.  (This is looked at in more detail in section 10.)

5. The Processing Industry

Since 1990, there has been a boom in the private fish processing industry.  Before 1990,  there
were five large state-owned companies and more than 20 state-owned and collective firms 
producing smoked, marinated and salted fish. By 1995, 350 private fish processing firms had been
set up.  These firms have not all survived and figures are scarce as to their actual performance. 
However  In 1994, total production was estimated at, 36 000 mt canned fish, 25 500 mt of
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marinades, 34 700 mt of smoked fish and 7000 mt of other products.  In addition, approximately 60
000 mt of fresh or frozen whole or gutted fish was delivered to market as opposed to 100 000 mt
of filleted fish.1   The fleet includes factory trawlers able to fillet, freeze and process the fish.  This
means that the vessels are able to export products, especially fish eggs and squid to Western markets
such as the EU without ever landing the fish in Polish ports.  Within the high seas fleet, 6 vessels are
used as refrigerated transport units, a vital tool in reaching these markets efficiently.

6. Future Prospects

The most striking decline in the production figures of the Polish fishing industry was to coincide
with the political upheavals of 1988 and 1989.   For example, the total catch in 1988 was 654 860
tonnes whereas in 1989 it had fallen to 564 886 tonnes or 14kg per capita   However, the industry
had in fact been in decline since 1979, when the production had been 22.2kg per capita.  The 1990
level corresponds with that of 1970.  According to the Polish Central Bureau of Statistics2, the
figures of 1989 were the worst for 22 years,  figures which it blamed on the increasing difficulties
being experienced by Polish fleets in finding suitable fishing grounds in countries applying the 200
mile exclusive zone (EEZ).  (Eg the EC operated an exclusive zone of 200 miles along its Atlantic
coasts.)

 Poland was the first of the CEECs to establish a complete free market system, the fishing
industry was incorporated into this system at the end of 1991. It must be stressed however, that
Poland is unlikely to be able to develop its high-sea fishing further and profits remain low as market
prices for Alaskan Pollack have fallen recently and the only really underdeveloped sector appears to
be aquaculture, which is sure to become an attractive investment possibility in the newly liberalised
economy.

7. Government Policy

The Polish government actively supports its high-sea fleet in their efforts and negotiations to gain
legitimate access to 3d country waters. The government's fishery administration is responsible for
monitoring such issues as safety at sea and ensuring that maritime resources are maintained at a
sustainable level.  It also checks the safety of all fishery products, be they for domestic consumption
or for export.

8. Pollution

Pollution is one of the most serious problems effecting the Polish fishing industry as much of the
country's waters, both inland and coastal are severely polluted and the fish stocks have already been
damaged .  The problem of overfishing  in the Baltic further aggravates this sensitive situation, and
stocks there appear to be in a state of permanent decline.

                                               
1
Taken from FID/CP/POL Rev.4

2
Quoted in to "La situation du secteur de la pêche et de l'aquaculture dans les pays de l'Europe de l'Est."
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Poland is a signatory of the Helsinki Convention for protection of the Baltic Sea under which
 it has been obliged to take part in the monitoring of its purity since 1979.  It has been proven that
significant amounts of toxic substances have flown from the Oder and Vistula rivers.   The high
concentration of phosphates and nitrates in the Gulf of Gdansk, the Pomeranian Bay and river
mouths along central parts of the coast have lead to eutrophication of the Polish EEZ (Exclusive
Economic Zone). The high oxygenation of waters and the increase in sulphurated hydrogen
concentration have  destroyed the traditional cod spawning grounds of Bornholm, Gdansk and the
Gotland Basins.

9. Freshwater Fisheries

As far as freshwater fisheries are concerned, 25%-35% of the catch is not recorded, the 2 million
anglers are estimated to fish 34 000 t every year.  Commercial catches are have seen a marked
increase in the yield in recent years, in 1996 a catch of 28 000 mt was estimated, 19 000 t of which
was common carp.

10. The EU and Polish Fisheries

 Poland's major problem in the fisheries debate is that it has signed a variety of 3 'd country
agreements to secure access to their exclusive zones, these agreements, as stated above secure the
industry's most profitable sector, the question of these agreements' status and any conflict with
equivalent EU accords, after accession is therefore a concern to the Polish authorities.

In 1985 many companies were given economic independence, this enabled them to develop their
own business plans with profit as their goal rather than simply production targets as had existed
before. Consequently, cooperation with foreign firms is becoming more common.

During the period leading up to the accession, the EU has pursued a policy of renewing
agreements made with Poland allowing it to fish in EU waters.  However unlike other such
agreements with CEECs, these confined Polish vessels to Swedish waters only.   The most recent
of these agreements was taken by the Council (Council Regulation 58/98) on December 19th 1997.
 This regulation fixed the rules on Polish vessels' fishing rights for 1998. The quotas for Polish
vessels were for 1100 t of cod and 4000 t of both herring and sprat. The number of licences and
special fishing permits valid at any time were 70 for each species and 120 in total.
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On the same date, the EU and Poland agreed reciprocal fishing rights for Swedish vessels in Polish
waters (Council Regulation 59/98).  The agreed quotas for 1998 were as follows: (Figures are in
metric tonnes, fresh round weight.)1

Species ICES division Community catch quotas Quotas allocated to Member
States

Herring IIId 1 000 Sweden            1 000

Cod IIId 500 Sweden              500

Sprat IIId 20 000 Sweden          20 000

Flatfish IIId 50 Sweden               50

Despite the rapid transition from the centralized State system to the free market system, there
is a lack of auctions and market structures in the fisheries sector.  Indeed, since 1992, (when
Centrala Rybna, the state-owned monopolistic trading organisation was dissolved, ) transactions
have been incoherent and highly erratic.  Trade is among individuals, rather than through a
centralised body.  Sometimes dealers delay payment and there is often an oversupply or an
undersupply of herring which results in instable prices.  In addition, Agenda 2000 highlights the
conditions in the majority of Polish processing plants which do not conform to the EU's hygiene and
sanitary regulations. However, as part of the Europe Agreement (Article 74), it was decided on the
16th of December 1991 that Poland should apply EU regulations and technical standards concerning
industrial, agricultural and food products.  Although this was clearly a step in the right direction,
there remains a problem of the status of the new standards, many of which are seen as not being
obligatory, or only of a temporary nature.  That said, many, especially those concerning safety, health
and environmental issues are accepted as being obligatory and in the field of fish and fish products,
43 state standards and 16 branch standards were so defined 2  (as of March 1994.)   In addition
substantial progress has been made in this field for example with the draft of the Polish Law on
Health and Sanitary Conditions for Fish Processing incorporating the following EU Directives.

1. Council Directive 91/493/EEC of 21.7.93- Health Condition of products
2. Council Directive 93/43/EEC of 14.6.93 - Hygiene of foodstuffs
3. Council Directive 91/493/EEC- Health checks on fish products

Poland has high unemployment, so the importance of maintaining the jobs associated with the
fishing industry should not be underestimated.  Indeed, in certain communities, fishing represents the
only lifeline available.  There is therefore an argument for Polish regions to be afforded certain
exemptions from the harsher aspects of the CFP as other regions have done under the Hague
Compromise3.  However this goes against many of the statements which have been made on both
                                               

1
  Table taken from OJ12 1998

2
  Quoted by the FAO in  Eastfish, Fishery Industry vol 9 and sourced from the Ministry of Transport and Marine Economy

3
 Eg. In 1980 new criteria were included in the CFP , through which the principle of relative stability must be taken into account when

incorporating the finer points of the CFP.  These so called, " Hague Preferences" gave regions such as Ireland, Scotland, NE England special privileges
to help their fishermen.
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the future of the CFP and Agenda 2000 itself.  However, the prognosis for the future of the high-
seas fishing fleet is not good, indeed as stated earlier, the fleet is in many ways being run down,
starved of investment and access to the waters of third countries.  This will undoubtedly put more
pressure on Baltic Sea fisheries.  It is estimated that Baltic sea harvesting could conceivably be raised
from 102 000 to 120 000, on the condition that herring and sprat prices rise.  It is therefore certain
that a substantial amount of the fleet will disappear with negative socio-economic effects on the
processing industry and regions dependent on fishing.  Agenda 2000 also stresses that the remaining
fleet will require a modernization programme to make it competitive and respect the EU's multi-
annual guidance policy.

 As a trading partner, Poland represents 1.75% of EU total fish imports and 70% of EU imports
of fishery products from the candidate countries alone (in terms of value). In value terms it has a
positive trade balance with the EU in this sector. As regards exports, Poland receives 3.72% of the
EU's total exports of fisheries products and 44.8% of the EU's exports of these products to the
candidate countries.

 The European Union has identified the key areas of the CFP which require the most modification
of current administration practices,  in particular as regards the conservation and the management
of resources, the implementation of a monitoring and control system, the management of the
common organisation of the market in the fishery and aquaculture sector, the keeping of a fishing
vessel register, the collection of statistical data as well as the implementation of European Union
fishery policy on environmental protection.

In addition to adapting to the new economic situation, Polish operators therefore have also to
adopt to changes in the Baltic sea fishing rules as well as to the adoption of European Union rules
in preparations for EU membership. The main problems for Poland in its incorporation of  the CFP
are access to resources and mutual trading concessions.

The connected issue of the environment is likely to be both a divisive and controversial aspect
of the negotiations.  As stated above, pollution of the Baltic has already had negative effects on fish
stocks within the Polish EEZ.

Regarding the attitude of present EU fishermen to Polish membership of the Union, there is
a fear of cheap Polish labour increasing competition for jobs on trawlers, notably on the high-seas.
 To overcome this fear, it is likely that fishermen in the present EU will lobby for equal working
conditions and pay on accession. Another source of possible conflict is that mackerel, as a major EU
export to Eastern Europe is increasingly caught by Polish vessels, notably at times of cod shortage.
This new competition could become heated. 1

                                               
1
 Due to the rise in pressure put on the cod stocks at the time, the Polish mackerel catch rose to 12 000 tonnes from 8000 tonnes between 1964

and 1974, for example. Meanwhile, mackerel is one of the EU's main export products, in particular for exports to Eastern Europe
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II. Estonia

Estonia has the second most important fishing industry of the first phase countries of EU
enlargement to the East. In fact, Estonia has a longer coastline than that of Poland (3780 km
compared to 524km.)   The fisheries sector accounted for 2.6% of Estonia's GDP and 10 470 people
are currently employed in the fisheries sector.

1. The Distant Water Fleet

The distant water fishing fleet experienced a sharp decline in its numbers in the 1990s, from 75
in 1991 to 31 in 1996.  The decline in the number of vessels was naturally matched by a decline in
the catch of the distant water fleet from 229 400 t in 1991 to 34 100 in 1996.  The main species
caught are blue whiting, Atlantic redfishes, Atlantic mackerel, Atlantic horse mackerel and shrimps.
  The fleet is completely privatised and operates mainly in the North Atlantic.

2.  The Baltic Fleet

In 1996, approximately 100 Estonian fishing companies operated 161 Baltic fisheries vessels.
 In addition, there were approximately 500 open boats, (less than 12 metres in length) operating
along the coast.  The catch of this combined Baltic fleet rose from 41 600 t in 1993 to 71 533 t in
1996.  The species targeted by this fleet are sprat, herring and cod.  In 1996, the herring catch
amounted to 45 296 t and the sprat catch to 22 493 t, cod was the third most important with a catch
of 1 392 tonnes.

Fish stocks in the Baltic are monitored by the Estonian Marine Institute.  In recent years, the total
Estonian catch in the Baltic has increased mainly on account of herring and Baltic sprat.  The catch
of coastal and migratory fishes also increased in 1996, except for salmon, smelt, bream, vimba and
eel.  Baltic herring stock in the central and northern parts of the Baltic Sea is in a relatively good
state.  However the average weight has been declining due to a decrease in the salinity of the water
which has had a negative impact on food sources as well as increasing the fish population.  Sprat
stocks have increased in the same period.  As for salmon, the majority of the Baltic stock consists
of reared fish.  The Estonian offshore salmon fishing industry is small, so catches are low, however
the coastal salmon catch is increasing.  Sea trout catches have also been increasing in coastal waters,
the sea trout population is maintained by natural renewal in the spawning rivers of the Gulf of
Finland.  Roach stocks are generally in good condition and the catch in 1996 was 50 t higher than
in the previous years.  Catches of ide1 have also increased, notably in Väinamari and in the Gulf of
Riga, however the stock is at a satisfactory level.  Vimba stocks are to be found in the  main in Pärnu
Bay and both stocks and catches are at present being maintained at a sustainable level.  The garfish
catch doubled between 1995 and 1996.  Cod stocks in the northern Baltic remain low but the
southern stocks are more plentiful and it is from here where the majority of Estonian cod fishing
takes place.  A sharp decline in the catch and the maturity of pike-perch has been recorded and a
further decrease is predicted by official Estonian sources.  Perch stocks are also under threat due to
their popularity in export markets, it is for this reason that a rise in young perch has been recorded

                                               
1
 An edible freshwater fish which resembles the chub and is often found in the low salinity waters of the northern Baltic
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in the 1996 catch.  In 1996, the flounder catch increased dramatically but this can largely be
explained by migratory patterns.

3.  The State of the Industry

 The loss of the former Soviet market and the complete collapse of the system of raw material
supply meant that in 1993 only 23% of production capacity was used and that most of the catch had
to be sold on the domestic market.

In 1995, the industry began to show some signs of recovery at present fish and fish products
account for 5% of Estonia's exports. There are now approximately 300 companies operating in the
fishing and fish processing industries. The processing industry has seen a significant improvement,
helped by the installation of modern machinery, according to FAO sources, priority is currently being
given to the introduction of new products, the meeting of EU standards and Western export markets.

There has been considerable investment into the fishing industry.  For example, according
to the FAO, companies that are members of the Estonian Fish Association invested US$ 2.25 million
in 1994, US$3.6 million in 1995 and US$4.2 million in 1996.  In 1996, 50% of the investment was
given to facilities and 50% was given to new equipment.

According to a recent report by the Estonian Investment Agency, quoted by the FAO,
positive trends in the development of the industry can be observed and that in the years 1997-2000,
fisheries companies are planning to invest at least US$12 million largely to meet the hygienic
standards demanded under the CFP of the EU.  Fishing continues to attract school leavers, and
training levels are high, notably from specialised higher education institutions such as the Tallinn
Maritime Academy which has 150 new enrollments annually to relevant courses.

4.  Trade

Production Imports Exports Total Supply Per Capita kg

Fish for human
consumption

107 400 t 31 000 t 108 000 t 30 400 t 20 800 t

 ********Figures are for 1996 and in tonnes****************

Value of fish exports 1996: US$100 million .Value of fish imports 1996 US$21.4 million

As demonstrated above, the general trade picture is healthy in the fisheries sector, this is
especially true when one considers that a substantial proportion of the imported fish is then
processed for export.

5.  Pollution

The level of pollutants recorded in Estonian waters is measured by the Estonian Marine
Institute.  The level in the organs of fish, of pollutants, such as copper, zinc and cadmium is highest
in the Kunda area of the bay of Finland.  It should be pointed out however, that concentrations of
pollutants in fish fell slightly between 1994 and 1995 in the Gulf of Riga, Kunda and Kakumäe.
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6.  Freshwater Fisheries
With regard to fishing, the most important inland waters of Estonia are Lake Peipsi-Pihkva

with a total catch in 1996 of 2107 t and Lake Vörstjärv with a catch of 246 t. 

7. The EU and Estonian Fisheries
There have been several projects of cooperation between Estonia and the EU or with certain

member states.  Under the EU PHARE programme, Estonia is developing a Geographic Information
System (GIS). The aim of this project is to improve fisheries resource management.

 Denmark has also aided Estonia's fishing sector.  In 1994-1995, funds were collected for the
Estonian Fisheries Foundation and were used for the protection of fish stocks and restocking
management.  In 1997, the Danish programme provided assistance to the Estonian Fisheries
Department by developing and implementing the Estonian Fisheries Management Plan as well as
harmonizing the Estonian fisheries sector with the provisions of the EU Common Fisheries Policy.
 Sweden also instigated a specific aid programme of technical assistance; Project BFIMS,  this
involved setting up a computerised database to record the catch.

During the period leading up to the accession, the EU has pursued a policy of renewing
agreements made with Estonia allowing it to fish in EU waters.  The most recent of these agreements
was taken by the Council (Council Regulation 58/98) on December 19th 1997.  This regulation fixed
the rules on Estonian vessels' fishing rights.  The quotas for Estonian vessels were for 1100 t of cod
and 4000 t of both herring and sprat. The number of licences and special fishing permits valid at any
time were 70 for each species and 120 in total.

On the same date, the EU and Estonia agreed reciprocal fishing rights for EU vessels in
Estonian waters (Council Regulation 53/98).  The agreed quotas for  1998 were as follows: (Figures
are in metric tonnes, fresh round weight, except for salmon the figures for which are in numbers of
fish.)1

Species
ICES Division Community Catch Quotas Quotas Allocated to Member

States

Cod IIId 763 Denmark             284
Finland                122
Germany             128
Sweden               229

Herring IIId  3000 Denmark           1431
Finland                   0
Germany           1073
Sweden             1045

Salmon IIId 5400 Denmark           2101
Finland              2021
Germany             233
Sweden             1045

Sprat IIId 13000 Denmark          7562
Finland                   0
Germany          2010
Sweden            3428

                                               
1
  Table taken from OJ12 1998
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No major problems are predicted regarding Estonian incorporation into the CFP, however,
it will be necessary for Estonia to establish a fisheries administration which is capable of
implementing aspects of the CFP such as, the management of resources, the keeping of a fishing fleet
register, the application of structural policy for the sector, the establishment of  efficient market
schemes and the collection of statistical data as well as the EU's policies on health , hygiene and 
environmental matters.

Estonia is therefore likely to become an important player in the CFP largely because of its
 buoyant trade figures and the importance of the food processing sector in general.  Steps have been
taken towards improving the administration of the fleet and its catch; The number of joint ventures
with EU members also bodes well for the future.

III. Slovenia

Slovenia, with a coastline of only 46km in length, not surprisingly has a smaller fishing
industry than those of Estonia and Poland.  However, it is possible that the industry has significant
importance to certain localities.  The total inland water production averaged some 1000 tonnes of
commercial fish in 1996.  The marine industry employs 390 people and the freshwater employs 120.

1. Marine Fisheries and Mariculture
All marine fishing carried out by Slovenian vessels takes place in Slovenian territorial waters

in the north Adriatic and in the adjacent deep sea international waters.  The total fishing area is
limited to 194km² and bottom trawling is not permitted for one nautical mile from the coast.  In
1996, the total marine catch was estimated at 2 170 tonnes; Small pelagic species such as pilchard
accounted for 96.7% of the total catch . Mariculture takes place in 3 bays, (Strunjan, Piran and
Lazaret).  Mediterranean mussel , European seabass and gilt-head sea bream are the main species
farmed. In 1996, the total mariculture production averaged some 86 tonnes of fish and 50 tonnes of
Mediterranean mussel.

The industrial fleet is state owned.  It consists of 14 vessels of between 23.7m and 29.1m in
length.  The fleet operates in conjunction with the processing plant at Izola.  As of 1996, 4 of these
vessels were out of use, the remaining 10 worked in pairs using mid-water trawls and fishing mainly
for pilchard.  In addition there is an artisanal fleet which consists of 15 decked vessels with lengths
of between 10m and 16m equipped with bottom trawls and seins as well as 80 smaller vessels.
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2. The Importance of the Industry and Trade
Imports rose substantially between 1992 (US$16.5 million) and 1996 (US$28.9 million). 

 The loss of the former Yugoslavia as a major export market saw exports decline from 3 700 tonnes
in 1992 to 1 600 tonnes in 1995.  However, in 1996 exports recovered to 2 500 tonnes or US$5.8
million.The loss of previously available fishing areas, such as off the lucrative Istria peninsula (now
in Croatia) and the aforementioned change in market conditions which followed independence in
1991 had a negative effect on marine fisheries and related industrial production.  In addition there
has been little investment and a liberal policy on imports.

PRODUCTION  IMPORTS EXPORTS TOTAL
SUPPLY

KG/Year PER CAPITA
CONSUMPTION

Fish for direct
human
consumption

        3 200    13 000        2 900    13 300            6.7

Fish for animal
feed and other
purposes

         -    18 000         0    18 000             -

*********All figures are from 1996 and in  tons of live weight *************

(1996):Value of imports: US$28.9 million    Value of exports: $ 5.8  million

3. The EU and Slovenian Fisheries.

Due perhaps to the small size of the Slovenian industry, the issue of fisheries has been of little
importance during the negotiations.  Slovenia represents 0.05% of EU total imports of fisheries
products and 2% of EU imports of fishery products from the Agenda 2000 countries alone.  In terms
of value, Slovenia receives 0.52% of the EU's fishery exports but 6.2% of the exports to the Agenda
2000 countries alone.  It is therefore clear that Slovenia's incorporation into the CFP will have little
impact.  There is a need to establish a fisheries administration able to meet the demands of the CFP.
 That is to say, the keeping of a fleet register and the collection of all statistical data and to conform
to EU safety and hygiene standards.

IV. Hungary

 With 143 000 ha of inland water and 3000 people actively employed, the industry has a
significant base.  The Hungarian processing industry is small due to a lack of capital and investment,
it employed only 250 people in 1995.

1.  Freshwater Fisheries

The largest water body is Lake Balaton (60 000ha).  Commercial fisheries there, concentrate
on eel and bream whereas recreational anglers concentrate on common carp and pike-perch.
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All fishing rights in closed water-bodies are owned by the state which grants fishing rights
to companies, cooperatives, research institutes and individuals.  320 000 Hungarians are licenced
recreational fishermen and they are obliged to record their catch in logbooks.  It is however
estimated by the FAO that the actual catch from this source is at least twice the official 1995 figure
of 4 548 metric tonnes.

2.  Government Policy

The Game and Fishery Department of the Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for all
aspects of the fisheries sector.  Marketing is coordinated by the Fishery Product Board. A stated aim
of the government is to increase consumption of fish and dietry habits.  Fish consumption in Hungary
is low by European standards but has increased four-fold since 1950. It also wishes to encourage
product diversification notably to cater for demand in tourist areas.  The government has also
pledged to restore natural habitats and fish stocks to polluted waters.

3.  Trade

Commodity balance (1995)1

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS TOTAL
SUPPLY

PER CAPITA SUPPLY
kg/year

Fish for direct
human consumption

      16 300      10 700      2 900    24 100           2 400

Fish for animal feed
and other purposes

         -   210 0000        -  210 000             -

 **********1995 figures, in tonnes live weight**********

Value of imports (1995): US$ 42.7 million.  Value of Exports (1995): US$   7.2 million

                                               
1
  The following table is taken from FAO document FID/CP/HUN Rev.1 (Nov. 1996)

4.  The EU and Hungarian Fisheries

Due to the inland nature of its fisheries, Hungary is unlikely to find itself effected by the more
controversial elements of the CFP concerning sea fisheries.  Hungary represents only 0.1% of total
EU imports of fishery products and 4% of EU imports from the Agenda 2000 countries alone. 
Hungary receives 1.05% of the EU's total fishery exports and 12.6% of our exports to the Agenda
2000 countries as a whole.   It is therefore unlikely that the implementation of the CFP will be
problematic to either side. However, the Agenda 2000 booklet does point out the need for Hungary
to improve its health, hygiene and environmental standards to conform to EU regulations.
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V.  The Czech Republic

1. EU Enlargement and Czech Fisheries

The Czech Republic has only inland fisheries.  In 1994 the total catch was 22 600 tonnes,
mainly carp.  As a trading partner of the EU, the Czech Republic represents 0.17% of EU total
imports of fisheries products and 6.8% of fisheries products from the Agenda 2000 countries.  The
Czech Republic receives 1.31% of EU exports of fisheries products and 15.8% of the EU's exports
of these products to the Agenda 2000 countries.

No particular problems are seen for either side in the incorporation of the Czech Republic
into the CFP.  It does however underline the need for an improvement in health, hygiene and
environmental standards to conform to EU regulations.

Latvia with a coastline of 475 km in length and an estimated 12 000 people (that is 1% of the total
working population) employed in the fisheries sector (6000 in both the primary and secondary
sectors), is an important fishing nation with a significant export sector.  Many of the problems that
have been experienced in this sector have been for similar geo-political reasons to those of its Baltic
neighbours, Estonia and Lithuania discussed elsewhere in this paper.

The Second Wave

VI. Latvia
1. Summary

Latvia with a coastline of 475 km in length and an estimated 12 000 people (that is 1% of
the total working population) employed in the fisheries sector (6000 in both the primary and
secondary sectors), is an important fishing nation with a significant export sector.

From 1993 to 1996, 80% of total distant-water catches were fished from the Central Eastern
Atlantic area (34).  Target species of the 15 strong fleet are sardinella, sardine, mackerel and horse
mackerel. Latvian vessels concentrate their activities in the waters of Mauritania and the South West
Atlantic. The total catch of this fleet in 1996 was 70 000 t.  In 1995 the figure had been 91 500 t 1,
however the catch of this fleet was far greater in the days of the USSR market before independence,
when the catch had been  500 000 t annually.

 The EEZ of Latvia covers 10% of the total area of the Baltic Sea. Coastal fisheries, although
increasing in importance account for only 5% of the total Baltic sea catch.  Its target species are
herring, salmon, sea trout, plaice, pike-perch and vimba which are caught using stationary fishing
gears. In 1996, the total catch of the Baltic fleet, including the Gulf of Riga was 72 000.  Compared
to the catch of 1994, the cod catch had risen by 35%, herring by 11% and sprat by 40%.  The total
sprat catch in 1996 was 34 211 t which was the largest catch for over 20 years.
                                               

1
Figures for 1995 from Agenda 2000 EU bulletin
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The processing industry, consists of 34 enterprises, it  is a major export orientated industry
in Latvia representing 3.4% of GDP in 1996 and employing an estimated 6000 people in total. 

According to FAO sources, variety and quality of fish products have improved in recent
years and in 1996 113 00 t of fish products were produced for human consumption.  The majority
(90%) of this amount was exported .  Between 1993 and 1996, the exports of canned fish  more than
doubled from  23 000 t to 54 000 t.

As far as imports are concerned, Norway is the most successful in the Latvian market.  The
majority of imports consist of whole fish such as herring, frozen mackerel and salmon fillets.  This
is largely due to the lack of such species in Latvian waters.

1996 Figures PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS TOTAL SUPPLY per capita
SUPPLY
kg/pa

Fish for direct
human
consumption

113 140 44 700 134 700 23 140 9.3

Value of Imports: US$   26.7 million Value of Exports: US$ 130.5 million
Gross Value of Fisheries Output: US$ 142.9 million

2.  The EU and Latvian Fisheries

In preparation for eventual EU membership and as part of the integrated policy of the
IBSFC1, Latvia has signed various agreements with the EU concerning fisheries. Council Regulation
(EC) No 54/98 and Council regulation (EC) No.53/98 of the 19th of December 1997 laid down the
quotas agreed.

Agenda 2000 states that Latvia represents 0.06% of EU total imports of fisheries products,
 or 2.4% from the Agenda 2000 candidate countries.  Latvia receives 0.16 % of the total exports
of the EU's total fisheries exports or 1.9% of the exports to the candidate countries, (in terms of
value).

                                               
1 International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission

Sanitary and hygienic conditions will need to be improved to meet EU standards and the
fleet needs to have an increase in capital investment in order to modernise and become competitive.
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VII.  Lithuania

1. Summary

The fisheries sector employed 3 510 people in 1996 as opposed to 10 261 in 1992.  In 1995
the total catch was 54 000 t and was valued at ECU 48 million1.  The main sea port is Klaipeda State
port and the regions of Nida and Sventoji are largely dependent on fishing.

The distant water fleet consisted of 57 vessels in 1996.  The total tonnage of its catch was
33 000 t, down from 109 000 t in 1993. The value of this catch was ECU 32million.  About 40%
of the fleet is at least 20 years old. Lithuania has concluded agreements with Canada, the USA and
the Faeroe Islands.

In 1996, the Baltic fleet comprised 70 vessels and 150 smaller boats which caught
approximately 20 000 t.  This was an increase of 7 000 t on the 1993 figures.  40% of this fleet also
consists of boats over 20 years old.

In 1996, 54 processing companies employed a total of 2050. The total production has
decreased in recent years due to a sharp decline in production of frozen fish.

Lithuania accounts for 0.09% of EU total imports of fisheries products or 3.6% of such 
imports from the candidate countries alone. Lithuania imports 0.34% of EU exports of fishery
products or 4.1% of the exports to the candidate countries alone (in terms of value). 

5.  Lithuanian Fisheries and the EU

In common with the other countries bordering the Baltic Sea, the EU has reached
agreements with Lithuania in recent years regarding reciprocal fishery arrangements.  Council
Regulation (EC) No 56/98 and Council Regulation (EC) No. 57/98 of 19 December 1998 lay down
the quotas.

The official Agenda 2000 EU bulletin stresses the need for further efforts to complete the
transfer from state to private ownership structures.  It emphasises the problem of long-term decline
 in the distant-water fleet and predicts that assistance will be required if this decline is to be halted
and the fleet modernized.  In common with its opinion in the cases of the other CEECs, it
emphasises the need for better administrative practices in the sector and the need to improve hygiene
and environmental  standards to EU levels.  However, overall, due to the industry's comparatively
small size, no major problems are foreseen from the EU's point of view.

                                               
1
  Figures from Agenda 2000 EU Bulletin unless stated otherwise.
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VIII. Bulgaria
1. Summary

Bulgaria has a coastline of 378 km in length and fisheries is estimated to employ 1450 people
in the primary sector alone.  The vast majority of its fishing is concentrated in the Black Sea as the
deep-sea fishing was deemed unprofitable.  Only 5 Siberia type vessels (of which only 2 were in full
time use) were still in distant-water operation in 1995, the remaining 15 having been sold since 1991.
 The gross registered tonnage of the vessels in operation is 5 941 t.  The State Fishery Agency of
the Ministry of Agriculture allocates sea and inland fishing areas through a licensing system subject
to a tax.

In 1995, Black Sea catches amounted to 2 400 t, of which 1 690 t were caught by state-
owned vessels.  According to FAO sources, in 1995, there were 10 such vessels of the Baltic type
and 8 privately operated ships.  The catch is usually landed in the bays of Burgas, Varna, Pomorie,
Sozopol and Nessebar.  The main species caught are, sprat, anchovy, horse mackerel and whiting.

There are several major problems affecting this fleet besides the problem of outdated
machinery common to all of the candidate countries, Bulgarian fisheries are also put under extra
pressure by the loss of Russia (the USSR) as a partner in investment and machinery repairs for
example.  Many of the Soviet made vessels are in a bad state of repair and the parts needed to
remedy this situation are no longer readily available.   The industry is riddled with high debts and
rapidly rising costs have further reduced competitiveness and subdued consumer demand. The
transfer from state to private ownership still has some way to go, and the process is painful.

According to the FAO1, Black Sea pollution levels are continuing to rise and stocks of all
species except mussels are set to continue to decline in number.

                                               
1  FAO FID/CP/BUL
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An estimated 500 people are employed in freshwater fisheries.

The following figure shows the 1995 trade figures. 1

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS TOTAL SUPPLY

Fish for direct human
consumption

      6 700      15 100    6 400    15 400

Value of Imports (est. 1995 FAO) US$ 18 million
Value of Exports (est. 1995 FAO) US$ 10 million
Value of Fishery Products (est. 1995 FAO)   US$ 35 million

                                               
1
This table is taken from FAO source FID/CP/BUL, figures in tonnes of live weight

2.  The EU and Bulgarian Fisheries

The opinion given in Agenda 2000 documentation regarding Bulgaria's eventual
incorporation into the CFP is somewhat negative.  It expresses concern at Bulgarian government
statements which stress that Bulgaria is unable to enforce quotas and undertake research.  These are
requirements under the CFP and various other 3'd country agreements.   This would have to be
remedied before accession.  The document also gives the common opinion of all Agenda 2000
countries, namely that an efficient fleet register and statistical database on catch details should be
built up and that considerable effort should be made to incorporate EU standards on health , hygiene
and the environment. Bulgaria is likely to need foreign investment in to achieve its potential.
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IX. Slovakia
1. Summary

Slovakia, along with 3 of the other candidate countries is landlocked.  It has a long tradition
of freshwater fishing however, concentrated in its many fast flowing rivers in mountainous regions.
 Due to its mountainous nature, recreational fisheries are the only viable possibility. According to
FAO sources1, fisheries today employ 104 in the primary sector and 34 in the secondary sector.

Total production is 1 900 t and this gives an average production of 862 kg/ha. Carp
accounts for 50.1% of the catch and rainbow trout accounts for 45.7%.  Other species caught
include pike, trout tench and eel.

The vast majority ( 76.9% in 1994) of exports are of trout and most exports (69.4% in
1994) are exported live.  Fish processing is a small scale industry in Slovakia.

The following table also gives 1994 figures, in tonnes.

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS per capita supply -
kg/pa

Fish for direct human
consumption

        3 500    18 000         500       3.9

Value of Imports (1994): US$22.4million
Value of Exports (1994): US$ 2.0 million

2.  The EU and Slovakian Fisheries
According to Agenda 2000 sources, Slovakia represents 0.01% of the EU's total imports of

fishery products or 0.4% of such imports from the Agenda 2000 countries alone. Slovakia receives
0.32% of the EU's total fishery exports or 3.8% of its exports to the candidate CEECs alone.

                                               
1
 Unless stated otherwise, all figures quoted in this section are from FAO document FID/CP/SLO of November 1996

Due to the very small size of the industry and the predominance of recreational fisheries, it
is unlikely that any problems will arise from Slovakia joining the CFP.  However, Slovakia will of
course need to ensure compliance with EU health, hygiene and environmental standards.
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X. Romania

1.  Summary

With a Black Sea coastline, a distant-water fleet and substantial fresh water bodies, Romania
has a relatively important fishing industry.  In 1995, it employed 6 000 people and produced 69 000
t of fish or fish products valued at ECU 232 million.  This is equivalent in value to 2.8% of EU
production.  Long-term restructuring of the industry is planned by the government and the private
sector with a view to modernisation and eventual complete privatisation.

The distant water fleet consisted of 19 vessels in 1995 and employed 1 300 people.  More
information is needed on the characteristics and age of this fleet.   The distant water fleet
concentrated its activities to the north-east Atlantic (mackerel and herring mainly) and its catch
totalled 36 500 t in 1995.  This catch was up significantly from   1 300 t in 1993.  According to
Agenda 2000 documentation, the government intends to modernize this fleet and increase the annual
catch to 80-100 000 t after 2000.

The Black Sea catch has also seen an increase since 1993, rising from 1 400 t to 1 500 t in
1995.  The fleet itself consists of 15 registered vessels employing 109 people.  The catch is mainly
of sprat.

Romania produced 28 000 t of carp in 1995 and other freshwater species from its inland
fisheries.

The processing industry consists of 14 enterprises employing 1 700 people, most of whom
are concentrated in the 4 biggest firms.  Output in 1995 was 69 105, a 100% increase on the 1993
figures.  30% of this output came from the private sector.

In 1995, Romania's trade was as follows.  It imported 46 300 t and exported 5 099 t of fish
and fish products.  However the fish market in 1996 went into decline.  Romania accounted for
0.02% of the EU's imports of fish and fish products in 1995. Or 0.8% of EU imports from the
Agenda 2000 countries.  Romania accounts for 0.39% of EU exports of fishery products or 4.7 %
of exports to the candidate countries alone. 
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2.  The EU and Romanian Fisheries

Official Agenda 2000 documentation is critical of Romania's lack of exchange of information
on Romania's agreements with third countries  and its lack of mechanisms for enforcing that quotas
are adhered to.  It stresses that Romania must improve its administration of the fisheries sector, in
particular by keeping a detailed fleet register and a database on catch statistics.  It also states that
efforts must be made so that EU standards on health, hygiene and the environment are met.

XI. Cyprus and Malta

Despite, the unsure status of the accession of these two countries caused by the military
situation in Cyprus and the likely restarting of negotiations with the new Maltese government, these
countries have important fisheries which are summarised below.

1. Cyprus

As far as Cyprus is concerned, the partition of the island effects every aspect of government
policy including fisheries, it is estimated that 50% of the fishing grounds were lost with the 1974
Turkish invasion.  Since then considerable efforts have been made by the government to limit the
fleet size and establish effective sustainable management of marine resources.

The most commercially fished species is the picarel of Marida ( maena samaris), other fish
include bream, parrot fish and Indo-Pacific species such as red soldier fish and rabbit fish.  Fishing
is intensive and 3 100 t are produced a year with the value of US$ 22 million.  39 100 people are
employed in the fresh and frozen prepared fish industry in total and 5 000 are employed in the
canned and cured seafood industry. 

A particular problem regarding EU relations was in the 1998 banning of imports of Cypriot
fishery products` import into the EU due to poor health and sanitary conditions.  This was a grave
set back as exports to the EU had risen from 7 t in 1996 to 62 t in 1997 and were expected to
continue to rise.  According to Cypriot sources, an average of US$120 000 needs to be spent on
improving each fish farm and processing plant.1

Overall, no major problems are forseen in Cypriot incorporation of the CFP, however the
partition of the island leaves major statistical gaps.

2. Malta

The Maltese fishing industry is on a small scale, however it is culturally important and is
supported by the government.  No major problems are envisaged in incorporating the CFP, but
further information is needed on catch size and fleet characteristics etc.

                                               
1
Source, editorial of on line edition of CFM ( CY£60 000)
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Information Sources

A. INTERNET
I.)Poland
1.www://mos.gov.pl/mos/publikac/strategia_eng.html
17.12.97 Polish Environment Ministry document,
"Guidelines for Ecological Strategy for Integration IE"
2.www.mos.gov.pl/soe/8g.htm
Ministerstwo Ochrony Srodowiska...Polska (Polish Environment Ministry document,
"The State of and Threats to the Baltic Sea"
3. www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/polane.htm
FID/CP/POL Rev.4 Nov '95
"Fishery Country Profile- Poland"
4.www.mir.gdynia.pl
"Institut de la pêche maritime Gdynia"
5.www.iopan.gda.pl
6.www.polishworld.com
Polish Search Engine
7.europa.eu.int/en/comm/dg14/index_en.htm
8.www.grida.no
BASICS-Baltic Sear Regional Database
II.)Estonia
1.www.ee/baltic21/document/sectors/fishery/firep_23.htm
Baltic 21 Series no.48 Sector Report on Fisheries- Contribution to Baltic 21, Agenda 2ooo for theIBSFC
2. www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/estoniae.htm
FID/CP/EXT rev.1 January 1998:
 Fishery Country Profile, Estonia
3. www.vm.ee
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Estonia
4.www.stat.ee
Statistical Office of Estonia
5. www.eia.ee
Estonian Investment Agency
6.www.eea.ee
Estonian Privatisation Agency
7. www.envir.ee/ehp/fish.htm
Fishery by Mart Kangur (Environment Ministry)  a source of statistics for the Baltic fleet.
III.) Slovenia
1.www.sigov.si
Slovenian Government website
2.www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/slovenie.htm
FID/CP/SLO November 1997
Fishery Country Profile- Slovenia
IV.)Hungary
1.www.meh.hu
Hungarian Government website
2.www.fao.org/WAICENTA/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/hunge.htm
FID/CP/HUN Rev.1 November 1996
 Fishery Country Profile- Hungary
V. The Czech Republic
www.vlada.cz
Czech Government website
VI. Latvia
1. www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/Latvie.htm
FID/CP/LAT Feb. 1998
Fishery Country Profile, Latvia
VII. Lithuania
1.www.irvk.lt
Lithuanian Government website
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VIII. Bulgaria
1. www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/bulgare.htm
FID/CP/BUL NOV 1997
Fishery Country Profile, Bulgaria
2.www.bulgaria.govrn.bg
Bulgarian Government website
IX. Slovakia
1.www.government.gov.sk
Slovakian Government website
2. www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINFO/FISHERY/fcp/slovake.htm
FID/CP/SLO Nov. 1995,  Fishery Country Profile, Slovakia
X. Romania
1.www.guv.ro
Romanian Government website
XI. Cyprus and Malta
1. www.magnet.mt
Maltese Government Home Page
2.www.kypros.org/CFM/editorial/260.htm
Editorial from CFM
3. www.kypros.org/PIO
Press Office of Cyprus- "The Marine Life of Cyprus"
B Other Sources
1.  OJ NO.C 202 29.6.98 P.0063
"Poland Accession Partnership" ( 98/C 202/07)
2.Bulletin of the EU Supplement 7/97.
Agenda 2000, Poland
3.Bulletin of the EU Supplement 5/97
Agenda 2000
4.Document de Travail W-2 /rev.1   (DG 4 EP) (Dec 1992)
"La situation du secteur de la pêche et de l'aquaculture dans les pays de l'Est"
5 Extrait de la revue "la pisciculture française" n° 113, 3e trimestre 1993"
"La situation du secteur de la pêche et de l'aquaculture dans les pays de l'Europe de l'Est -Pologne"
6.EP DG4 Fiche Technique 4.2.1
"L'Europe Bleue: Principes et Instruments"
7. DG4 Working Document E-7/Final (Feb 1997)
"The Common Fisheries Policy Beyond 2002"
8. EP Resolution (adopted 6.11.97)
"Resolution on the Common Fisheries Policy after the year 2002"
9.DG4 sE2 External Study
"Manual on the Common Fisheries Policy
10. Working Document Fisheries(DG4 EP) IIC6
"Poland"
11.  OJL 12/1998/01/19
a) Council Regulation 59/98 of 19.12.97 allocating quotas for member states' vessels fishing in Polish  waters.
b) Council Regulation 58/98 of 19.12.97 allocating certain measures for conservation and management of fishery resources applicable to vessels
flying the flag of Poland
12. FAO Eastfish Fishery Industry volume 9, Poland
 Prof Z Polanski, Gdynia Sea Fisheries Institute (May 1997)
13. Eastfish Magazine, 1/97
14.OJ NO C 202 29.6.98 P. 0023
Estonia Accession Partnership (98/C 202/03)
15.Bulletin of the EU Supplement 11/97
Agenda 2000, Estonia
16. OJL 12/1998/01/ p.77-85
a) Council Regulation (EC) No. 53, 55, 57/98 of 19.12.1997 allocating for 1998 catch quotas between Member States for fishing vessels in Estonian,
Latvian and Lithuanian waters.
b) Council Regulation (EC) No 52, 54/98 of 19.12.1997 laying down for 1998 certain measures for the conservation and management of resources
applicable to vessels flying the flag of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
17. Fisheries Commission      a) Working Document PE227.868, Pérez Royo on finances 2000-2006 (22.7.98)

         b) Working Document PE227.867, McCartin on implementation and reforms of the 
     interinstitutional accords of 29.10.93. (27.7.98)

          c) Draft Opinion PE 227.869, Fraga on Council proposal for structural funds revision.(28.7.98)
18. OJC379, 15/12/1997 p0001, "Opinion of the C.of the Regions on the CFP and safeguarding fisheries dependent regions"
19. Resolution of the EP on Common Fisheries Policy after 2002, adopted 6 November 1997
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